When disaster strikes.

UrgentLink

®

DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

High-reliability connectivity
at your fingertips when
it matters most.

The Rockwell Collins' UrgentLink® network is the first of its
kind, a nationwide HF network utilizing frequencies
specifically allotted for disasters.

When your primary communications are down, the UrgentLink®
Beyond-Line-of-Sight network has you covered.

Direct voice connection

Phone patch

Group call

Communicate with other users directly, within the disaster zone
or with a radio outside the affected area.

One-touch 24/7/365 access to be patched to a phone
by the UrgentLink operations center.

Communicate with a group of users within the disaster zone
or with other users outside the affected area.

Radio patch

Radio system integration

Data messaging

One-touch access to the operations center to be patched
to another UrgentLink customer radio.

Connect to a local land mobile radio and patch to any
other UrgentLink radio.

Exchange messages within the disaster zone or to radios
outside the affected area.

With HF sites across the country and our highly trusted
mission-critical operations centers, UrgentLink provides
Beyond-Line-of-Sight radio service that doesn’t rely on
communications infrastructure in the disaster zone.
UrgentLink is a public safety-grade, easy to use, managed
network service that requires no capital or maintenance costs
and significantly reduces training costs. With hundreds of
frequencies, users can communicate with each other in the
disaster zone and with anyone outside the affected area.
On-site radios link together to form a lifeline when telephone,
cellular, dispatch and land mobile radio is unavailable.
To provide critical flexibility, our network enables users to
communicate in multiple ways. Whether it’s a patch to a phone
outside the disaster area, a user-to-user connection inside the
disaster area, group calls among users, data messaging or radio
system integration with other users, UrgentLink capabilities
empower users with the connectivity to do what they do best.

Auto patch
Automatically connect to other users through the UrgentLink
network without an operator.

Building trust every day.
Rockwell Collins delivers innovative aviation and high-integrity
solutions that transform commercial and government customers’
futures worldwide. Backed by a global network of service and
support, we are deeply committed to putting our solutions to
work for you, whenever and wherever you need us. In this way,
working together, we build trust. Every day.

For more information, contact:
Rockwell Collins
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
866.633.6882 | +1.410.266.4000
urgentlink@rockwellcollins.com
rockwellcollins.com/urgentlink
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